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ABSTRACT

Poor people often have difficulty accessing legal aid in court. In the criminal, civil, and state administrative justice systems, providing legal assistance to the poor is essential for achieving justice. This research aims to illustrate how legal aid, provided by advocates, can transform the reality of justice for impoverished individuals. This study uses normative legal research, providing a descriptive account through a legal framework encompassing legal aid, the judiciary, judicial authority, and advocates. The research also uses a conceptual approach to human rights and justice, aiming to establish an ideal model of legal protection for people experiencing poverty. The research results demonstrate that providing legal assistance to people experiencing poverty not only shields the community from arbitrary actions by the authorities that violate the law but also fosters order and peace, ensuring the community receives justice. However, in Indonesia, establishing criteria for the impoverished remains challenging; structurally, the institutional budget is insufficient; culturally, the impoverished often harbor misconceptions and skepticism about the quality and affordability of legal aid. Meanwhile, in the Netherlands, providing legal protection is carried out through legal assistance, with the consideration of offering toevoeging and consideration of legal assistance based on people’s salaries. Based on the number of cases for which assistance is provided, the results and public awareness are much better, although not optimal. The concept of providing legal aid must also be directed towards a responsive and structural type, combined with the concept of access to law and justice. Budgetary policies or rules must be regulated concretely and balanced from the individual validation stage, selecting the type of service and appointing a lawyer for evaluation.

This is an open-access article under the CC–BY 4.0 license.

1. Introduction

The human rights standards of the international community recognize access to justice as a fundamental human right and a means of protecting other universally recognized human rights. However, access to protection and justice is often difficult to obtain, especially for communities that are weak socially and

financially. When human rights protection is lacking, marginalized groups are often vulnerable to violations and face significant challenges in realizing their rights, including in the formal justice system. Therefore, the state holds essential authority to regulate and guarantee all aspects of society, particularly in law enforcement, with the aim of creating just legal protection.

Indonesia and the Netherlands are both countries with civil law legal systems that base their state administration on written laws—the rule of law. The Indonesian Constitution of 1945 expresses a strong desire for the state to uphold equal standing under the law, ensuring that everyone has the right to access justice and receive equal treatment before the law (justice for all). This is even a universal fundamental right for every person. In the Netherlands, the Constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 2018 guarantees equal treatment for all individuals under the same circumstances. This concept holds significance as the state consistently confronts the reality of impoverished or underprivileged groups who frequently struggle to exercise their right to justice.

To effectively implement the rule of law, the state must intervene, as it is responsible for ensuring everyone’s access to justice. In other words, the state must guarantee the provision of legal aid to the poor or underprivileged so that no one is denied access to justice, which is a constitutional mandate. Both Indonesia and the Netherlands are familiar with the concepts of legal aid and legal assistance, it is a right given to poor people to receive free legal assistance by advocates as a demonstration of equal rights before the law. Because lawyers are not just commercial actors but also represent the legal system.
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Legal aid for people experiencing poverty must be implemented in an integrated, measurable, synergistic, and planned manner based on partnerships and the involvement of various parties to guarantee substantive justice. Compared to other factors, harmonious and detailed policies or regulations can better guarantee the legal protection that society should receive. Law enforcement is an inseparable unit, and legal aid aims to create law enforcement that is both philosophically and sociologically beneficial. Therefore, regulations that are disharmonious and not detailed often confusing and reducing the fulfillment of justice for the poor.

The Ministry of Law and Human Rights national data reveals that approximately 34 thousand cases received legal assistance in 2016, 49 thousand cases in 2017, and 90 thousand cases (both litigation and non-litigation) in 2018. In other words, in 2016–2018 (3 years), government-funded assistance reached 173 thousand cases. Meanwhile, in the Netherlands, the Legal Aid Agency reports more than 375,000 cases yearly. The government ensured thousands of people had access to legal representation and advice. In fact, when compared with Indonesia and the Netherlands populations, the gap in legal aid between the two countries is very significant. According to World meter 2024, based on the latest United Nations data, the population in Indonesia is around 279 million people, while the Netherlands has a population of around 17 million.

The disparity is so significant that it prompts inquiries into the factors that render implementing legal aid for people experiencing poverty in one country highly ineffective. In contrast, it functions optimally in other countries to ensure access to law and justice. Society is susceptible to arbitrary action in legal cases. Poverty is a condition in which an individual or a group of individuals cannot fulfill their fundamental rights to maintain and develop a dignified life. Christopher McCrudden explains that human dignity is vital in developing human rights justice.

The basic rights referred to above include, among others; first, meeting the needs for food, health, education, employment, housing, clean water, land, natural resources, and the environment; second, feeling safe from treatment or threats of violence; and third, the right to participate in social and political life. These fundamental rights do not stand alone; they influence each other, so failure to
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fulfill one right can affect the fulfillment of other rights.\textsuperscript{13} This low standard of living directly impacts the health, moral life, and sense of self-worth of those classified as poor. In the end, poverty is no longer understood as economic inadequacy but also as a failure to fulfill fundamental rights and differences in treatment for a person or group of people in accessing justice in the eyes of the law.

Currently, Indonesia continues to face challenges concerning the substance of policies and setting criteria for the poor that the government can assist with; structurally, the institutional budget is insufficient, and there is no clear solution; and culturally, poor people experience misconceptions between the provision of legal aid, and the judge’s decision. The comparison with the Netherlands is intended to get another picture regarding the legal aid regulations, which are pretty compelling.

Catrina Denvir et al. (2023) explain that the government sometimes arbitrarily attacks its poor communities. Austerity policies and cuts to legal aid are used to protect the authorities’ interests. The government deliberately used this to facilitate the abuse of power against the most vulnerable groups in society.\textsuperscript{14} Therefore, this research aims to find out how legal aid can change the reality of justice for poor people, as provided by advocates. However, the aspiration for justice frequently encounters regulations or policies not encompass impoverished communities. The expected legal protection cannot fulfill legal substance, structure, and culture aspects.\textsuperscript{15} This comparison of laws in Indonesia and the Netherlands seeks to answer the differences in legal aid regulations.

Scholars have conducted several previous studies regarding the legal protection of people with low incomes before the law. For example, research by Hualing Fu (2020) shows that increasing legal aid funding has commercialized legal aid in China and weakened public interest among lawyers. However, as the legal profession developed, a spirit of public interest began to expand outside the official legal aid system, with some lawyers volunteering their services to help those in legal need and advance the public interest. Even though it discusses the same topic, this research has differences in terms of the research objects and theories used.\textsuperscript{16}


\textsuperscript{14} Catrina Denvir and others, \textit{Legal Aid and the Future of Access to Justice} (Hart Publishing, 2023) \url{https://doi.org/10.5040/9781509957835}

\textsuperscript{15} Tom Ginsburg, ‘Lawrence M. Friedman’s Comparative Law’, in \textit{Law, Society, and History} (Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 52–64 \url{https://doi.org/10.1017/CBO9780511921629.005}

Other research, for example, conducted in Singapore and Malaysia by Gary Chan (2007), examined the legal status of the right of access to justice (i.e., whether this right is a right stated in the constitution or only a right originating from common law and whether these rights are qualified for economic and other interests) and related rights to legal representation, legal assistance, and emergency costs.\textsuperscript{17} Helena Whalen-Bridge’s (2022) research, which is almost identical to Chan’s, also discusses legal aid funding and pro bono scheme support, where other actors impact access to justice. The rise of a volunteer-driven legal community also plays a significant role.\textsuperscript{18}

The provision of legal aid in other developed countries, such as Australia, is also widely researched and has similar funding problems. Ronald Sackville (2018) states that the central government must provide significant funds for institutions that provide civil legal aid and support services.\textsuperscript{19} As mentioned earlier, some of the research focuses on funding legal aid budgets. In the meantime, this research endeavors to present a comprehensive view of additional concerns pertaining to policy standards that determine the eligibility of impoverished communities for assistance and the significance of community cultural elements.\textsuperscript{20}

The increasing complexity of legal activities in society also leads to increasingly diverse and high challenges for legal protection based on the principle of equal rights for all citizens.\textsuperscript{21} The issue of providing legal aid to lower-class people cannot be resolved solely from the perspective of the economic gap and government funding. Rules and policies must be analyzed more deeply to determine developments in implementing legal assistance in society on a sustainable basis. This research is necessary to develop legal protection arrangements by offering equitable legal assistance to lower-middle-class individuals, taking into account the current conditions in Indonesia and the Netherlands.


\textsuperscript{20} Lawrence M. Friedman and Grant M. Hayden, ‘What Is a Legal System?’, in \textit{American Law} (Oxford University Press, 2017), pp. 1–18 \texttt{https://doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780190460587.003.0001}

\textsuperscript{21} Reza Octavia Kusumaningtyas and James Kalimanzila, ‘The Impact of Tax Incentive on Increase Foreign Direct Investment’, \textit{Journal of Sustainable Development and Regulatory Issues (JSDERI)}, 1.2 (2023), 51–63 \texttt{https://doi.org/10.53955/jsderi.v1i2.7}
2. Research Method

This study uses normative legal research, providing a descriptive explanation through a legal framework focusing on legal aid, justice, judicial power, and advocates. Among these laws are Law No. 16 of 2016 concerning Legal Aid, Circular Letter of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia No. 10 of 2010 concerning Guidelines for Providing Legal Aid in the General Court Environment, Netherlands Judicial Organizations Act, Court Sector (Funding) Decree 2005, and Legal Aid Directive Implementation Act. Furthermore, this paper uses a conceptual approach regarding human rights and justice as a basis for analysis to obtain an ideal model of legal protection for people with low incomes. The legal system theory used in this paper analyzes legal problems based on three criteria: substance, structure and culture; and elaborate on existing conditions. Aside, this article compares the rules for providing legal aid in Indonesia and the Netherlands, considering that both have a civil law legal system.

3. Results and Discussion

Legal Assistance Policy for Poor Communities Indonesia

The law functions as a protector of human interests and is carried out professionally. This means that protection is an action or deed that is carried out in certain ways according to the applicable law or statutory regulations. Legal protection is a right of every citizen, but it is also an obligation for the state to fulfill, and it is equal. In principle, legal protection for society is based on and originates from the concept of recognition and protection of human dignity and worth. All efforts to fulfill rights and provide assistance are carried out to give a sense of security to witnesses and/or victims, which can be realized through restitution, compensation, medical services, and legal assistance.

Legal assistance to poor people in Indonesia is essential in every criminal, civil, and state administrative justice system. Legal aid has a directed goal, namely;

guarantee and fulfill the rights of legal aid recipients to obtain access to justice, realizing the constitutional rights of all citizens following the principle of equality under the law, ensure certainty that legal aid is implemented evenly throughout the region; and realizing an effective, efficient and accountable judiciary. Compared with several countries, the provision of legal aid for poor people is very different.27

In providing this kind of legal assistance, not all people get it. Only people who meet the criteria can access it. Please note first that legal protection is divided into preventive legal protection means. In this preventive legal protection, legal subjects can submit objections or opinions before a government decision takes definitive form. The goal is to prevent disputes from occurring. Repressive legal protection means. Repressive legal protection aims to resolve disputes. The handling of legal protection by the General Courts and Administrative Courts in Indonesia falls into the category of repressive legal protection. Several studies still found that the provision of legal aid in Indonesia is inadequate.

Therefore, to understand the substantive factors in the issue of legal aid in Indonesia, it is necessary to know that legal aid in Indonesia is regulated explicitly in Law No. 16 of 2011. Legal aid is defined as legal services provided by legal aid providers free of charge to legal aid recipients. Meanwhile, legal aid recipients are defined as poor people or groups of people who cannot fulfill fundamental rights properly and independently and who face legal problems. Furthermore, in the general provisions of the Law, it is stated that parties entitled to receive legal assistance are poor people or groups of people.28

Indonesian regulations have generally set rules for who can receive legal assistance. However, the practical implementation of these criteria falls short of being satisfactory. This is because the definition of poverty remains unclear—what are the indicators of not being able to fulfill fundamental rights properly? The Indonesian Central Statistics Agency (BPS) measures poverty using the ability to meet basic needs (basic needs approach). BPS also sets the poverty line per household in 2023 on average at IDR 2,592,657/poor household/month. This means that households whose income is less than this figure will have difficulty meeting basic needs.

However, if it is only stated that they cannot fulfill basic needs, this can be proven by determining if the person is indigent. In the Netherlands, it is known that legal aid is also based on the aid recipient's salary. In contrast, most impoverished individuals in Indonesia do not hold office jobs and do not have access to pay slips. Therefore, who will judge these salary criteria? The Indonesian bureaucracy frequently registers impoverished individuals as recipients of government aid, such as basic food and money, using a pre-prosperous card or a similar document as proof. It can also be proven by providing a certificate of incapacity.

The government’s socialization of legal aid procedures reveals that recipients must attach a poverty certificate from the village official—Lurah. However, there is no detailed regulation on demonstrating these individuals' poverty. Therefore, if the village official approves the certificate application, they have satisfied the requirements or provided proof that the individual belongs to the impoverished community. In some countries, financial problems significantly impact the provision of legal aid. The government must selectively 'choose' who has the right to receive assistance. Therefore, the regulations defining the eligibility criteria for legal aid recipients need to be more comprehensive. In the realm of legal structure, identifying the recipient ultimately determines the required budget for legal assistance.

The provision of legal aid is carried out by advocates who have the status of administrators providing legal assistance or advocates recruited by providing legal aid. The budget source for providing legal assistance is charged to the State Revenue and Expenditure Budget (SREB). This is regulated in Government Regulation No. 42 of 2013. In addition to the SREB, grants, donations, and other legal and non-binding funding sources also contribute to the legal aid budget. The government can also allocate regional revenue and expenditure budgets by reporting implementation to the Minister of Law and Human Rights and the Minister of Home Affairs. Since the government guarantees or provides legal aid funds, legal aid providers may not receive any payment for their cases, necessitating legal aid at no cost. Increasing the number of impoverished individuals receiving legal assistance, even without proper filtering, will inevitably strain the current budget. Mistakes in determining the recipient of this right will have a detrimental effect on the state budget.


Apart from that, legal culture also influences the effectiveness of legal protection in realizing justice. Identifying the valid entitlement of legal aid recipients is crucial to budget discussions. However, the low number of legal aid applications is closely linked to the debate on legal culture, revealing that many people lack equal rights before the law.\textsuperscript{31} The Indonesian National Legal Development Agency explained that the total number of requests for legal aid in 2016 reached 6695 cases, comprising 5,592 litigation cases and 1,103 non-litigation cases. Only 3,335 cases received acceptance, while 797 others faced rejection. This means that only 4132 cases were responded to, and there were around 2563 cases that were lost or even ignored.

Moreover, since each region centrally inputs this data, it’s plausible that several cases remain unreported due to impoverished individuals’ lack of awareness about seeking legal aid. The current state of public awareness regarding legal aid and access to law and justice is concerning. Data from the National Legal Development Agency states that if real cases were handled by the government, there would have been approximately 173,000 cases in three years (2016–2018). Meanwhile, in 2023, the implementation of legal aid will cost around IDR 56 billion per year for all of Indonesia, carried out by 619 legal assistance agencies. Previously, in 2016–2018, the government only used around IDR 46 billion funds.\textsuperscript{32}

There is an overlapping understanding between legal aid funded by the government and free legal aid provided by advocates or pro bono. People tend to seek legal assistance from legal aid institutions rather than lawyers. a) People perceive legal aid organizations as more client-focused, while law firm advocates prioritize material or financial gains; b) public skepticism regarding the caliber of pro bono services; and c) the public’s limited comprehension of the law. The substance of the regulations for providing legal aid in Indonesia must be evaluated to be more applicable. Institutional standard operating procedure need to harmonize the criteria for legal aid recipients. Budget considerations must also be made to obtain maximum-quality assistance. More importantly, pro-bono options can help overcome the shortfall in the legal aid budget provided by the government. Pro bono means that the advocate charges no fees. Meanwhile, for legal assistance, there is a price that must be paid to lawyers, but the government spends it. All of them aim to provide legal services that can advance the economy, solve client problems, and strengthen the rule of law.\textsuperscript{33}

\textsuperscript{33} Mostafa Soliman, ‘Legal Services Help to Build Better Communities’, \textit{SSRN Electronic Journal}, 2018 https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3252010
Legal Assistance Policy for Poor Communities in Netherlands

In the Netherlands, individuals without a residence permit can still receive the fundamental right to legal aid. The Dutch constitution reimburses most of the costs for anyone who needs legal assistance but cannot afford it. The Dutch constitution explicitly states this. The Netherlands has ten districts, each with its own court. The District Court consists of a maximum of five sectors, including the administrative, civil, criminal, and sub-district sectors. Courts in the Netherlands also frequently accept community cases in exchange for legal assistance.\(^{34}\) For example, some small social organizations in Amsterdam offer socio-legal assistance and advice on any issues that cannot be approached in a regular legal organization.

In terms of legal substance, the Netherlands implements its legal aid through the 1994 Legal Aid Law, which was last amended in 2011. In addition, there was a 1981 Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement between the United States and the Kingdom of the Netherlands. This agreement is self-executing and utilizes existing legal authority. The new agreement provides for broad cooperation in criminal matters. The mutual assistance available under the agreement includes (1) carrying out requests relating to criminal matters, (2) taking testimony or statements from people, and (3) affecting the production, preservation, and authentication of documents, records, or evidence. The US-EU Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement came into effect in 2003. However, the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba will remain unaffected by previous agreements.\(^{35}\) Moreover, the Netherlands has implemented the EC-Directive through Articles 23a–23k in the Legal Aid Act to Council Directive, which regulates legal aid in European cross-border cases.

Structurally and institutionally, the Netherlands has a Raad voor Rechtsbijstand (Legal Aid Agency) formed by the Lord High Chancellor. This institution aims to ensure people have the legal representation they need. The council will financially support communities if they cannot afford a lawyer. Lawyers who provide legal aid will receive 'toevoeging' awards. Toevoeging refers to a decision in which the Legal Aid Agency provides mediation subsidies or additional legal assistance. If it accepts the addition, the board will cover most of the cost of the mediator’s or attorney’s salary. The community can request additions through a mediator or lawyer. In some cases (criminal cases), the court ordered the Legal Aid Agency to provide additional assistance. In some cases (criminal cases), it is requested that the Legal Aid Agency must give additional. The community will pay some of the costs themselves. The size of the community’s contribution varies depending on

---


https://doi.org/10.1080/13691457.2021.1954889

their income level. Apart from asking for help from a lawyer, people can also ask for help from a ‘mediator.’ Negotiation experts will resolve conflicts. There is no need to go to court. The board will pay a portion of the mediator's fees.

Interestingly, in the Netherlands, the *Raad voor Rechtsbijstand* has an agreement with lawyers and mediators regarding the amount and distribution of benefits. The board also serves as a monitoring body to ensure the quality of the work of lawyers and mediators. Lawyers will no longer receive monetary benefits if they fail to meet the agreed standards. This will efficiently impact the government budget to provide legal aid for people experiencing poverty. The most crucial aspect is that the government bears a reasonable cost to ensure equitable access to the legal system. Moreover, the Netherlands aggressively conveys the virtues of clinical legal education as part of the law school curriculum. According to data from *Raad voor Rechtsbijstand*, 6,529 lawyers and mediators will provide legal aid in 2020. This number shows a decline in the last couple of years; 2018 there were 7,072 lawyers.

The legal aid budget is in the spotlight because it is a significant issue in many countries, including the Netherlands. In other countries, budget problems have declined for several decades. This will proceed smoothly if the legal assistance aims to achieve quality justice and equality rather than merely settling a case. Maurits Barendrecht said legal aid tends not to provide fair results and that a judge without a lawyer is more valuable than a lawyer without a judge. Legal professionals will think again about the quality of their work in providing free legal aid in the Netherlands. They cannot survive if they are not skilled and dedicated people committed to upholding all individuals' rights. The government does not incur defense or legal assistance costs that do not meet quality standards. In contrast to Indonesia, performance evaluation, which impacts allowance provision, has not been a concern.

There is still talk of anxiety about determining which poor people can access legal aid programs. All individuals in the Netherlands have access to justice, irrespective of their financial situation. However, the Legal Aid Agency also measures it by considering that poor people meet certain income and asset requirements. Screening begins when people apply to the Legal Aid Council, providing details about their financial situation and the nature of the legal
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36 Richard J. Wilson, ‘Legal Aid and Clinical Legal Education in Europe and the USA: Are They Compatible?’, in *Outsourcing Legal Aid in the Nordic Welfare States* (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2018), pp. 263–85 https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-46684-2_11
problem. Then, the Board assesses the feasibility of providing the necessary assistance.

The Netherlands designs the income and asset requirements for free legal aid to ensure that individuals who cannot afford legal representation receive the help they need. The system aims to be inclusive, even though specific thresholds may differ. This means that this legal aid is not provided haphazardly to ensure that state finances are not wasted on people who do not deserve it. Analysis of financial details and the nature of the case can be more effective than simply providing a sheet of paper without analysis and checking.

European countries are more advanced in implementing legal aid in terms of legal substance and structure. However, in some cases, there are also problems with budget regulations, which impact lawyers' remuneration, and the emergence of private institutions providing legal insurance—this is the dominant way to transfer this risk in Europe,\(^{39}\) it is even done for business purposes. In the Netherlands, there is privately held court costs insurance, also known as Legal Expenses Insurance (LEI).\(^{40,41}\) Ben van Velthoven (2011) predicted a shift in the burden of legal aid from the government to the private sector. Legal assistance from the LEI could lead to a significant decline in demand for lawyers' services. Access to justice will be adversely impacted for citizens who do not purchase insurance. At the same time, access to justice will receive a big boost, as low-income people will receive better services to meet their interests. However, the shift from legal aid to LEI does not favor low-income people who cannot afford insurance.\(^{42}\)

The government's collection of legal aid applications provides insight into the legal culture of Dutch society when it comes to accessing legal aid. The Netherlands offers a wide range of areas for requesting legal assistance, such as labor/employment, family law (domestic violence, divorce, alimony, child abduction, etc.), contracts, social security, housing, criminal law, immigration, administrative law, and various civil matters. Almost 400 thousand legal aid cases are filed yearly, whereas, in the Netherlands, there are only less than 2 million


cases per year. Nearly 40% of Dutch citizens are entitled to an ‘additional’—legal aid based on income. In percentage terms, the Netherlands is far ahead of Indonesia.

The Governing Budgetary to Address Legal Protection Challenges Toward Justice

Legal assistance is not a simple matter but rather a series of actions to liberate society from the shackles of oppressive political, social, and economic structures. Legal assistance demonstrates equal rights before the law, granting people experiencing poverty the right to free legal assistance (pro bono publico). The concept of equality before the law and the right to be defended by an advocate (access to legal counsel) are human rights that need to be guaranteed to eradicate poverty in Indonesian society, especially in the legal field.

Access to law and justice is a mandate of the United Nations Development Program to reduce poverty and strengthen democratic governance. Access to law and justice is not just about increasing access to the courts and guaranteeing someone’s legal representation. Access to justice is defined as a community’s ability to seek and obtain remedies for complaints in accordance with human rights standards through formal or informal justice institutions. This is access for the community and impoverished groups to a fair, effective, and accountable mechanism for protecting rights. In the Indonesian context, access to justice refers to the conditions and processes in which the state guarantees the fulfillment of basic rights based on the 1945 Indonesian Constitution and universal principles of human rights and guarantees access for every citizen (claim holder).

Conceptually, there are four distinct ways in which legal aid can be applied:

First, the traditional method provides legal services to impoverished individuals
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individually, characterized by a passive nature of legal aid and a formal, legal approach. Second, constitutional methods encompass legal assistance to disadvantaged individuals, operating within broader initiatives and objectives, such as enhancing legal knowledge and promoting human rights principles. Third, structural methods are activities aimed at creating conditions for the realization of laws that can change unequal structures towards more just ones. This concept is closely related to structural poverty. Fourth, the responsive method is provided to the poor free of charge, covers all areas of law and human rights, and does not differentiate between the defense of individual and collective cases.

Based on the aforementioned concepts, responsive and structural legal aid can facilitate the realization of access to law and justice for the impoverished. Combining the concept of providing legal assistance with access to law and justice can make it possible for disadvantaged individuals to access the legal system and attain justice. However, numerous challenges exist in ensuring equitable legal assistance for the underprivileged. Policy and regulation makers must submit plans for community legal access requirements.

Responding to budget planning and expenditure issues is crucial for the justice system and legal aid provision. However, in general, the justice systems in Indonesia and Europe are not responsive to budget planning and expenditure issues, which is a significant problem. Federica Viapiana’s (2019) research reveals that the design of budgets typically relies solely on historical costs despite their crucial role in court functioning. Budgets are, in fact, one of the most neglected subjects in court administration studies. The justice system and court budgeting should be done with a "performance-based" perspective.50

Naturally, this also applies to legal aid budgets. The existing budget has a significant influence on lawyer remuneration. Remuneration will be based on the quality of work and the results of assistance. The existing budget also influences how many cases the government can fund. The higher the affordability of legal aid, the closer it is to total value so that all poor people who need legal assistance can access the help they need.51 Performance-based budgeting will indirectly evaluate the number of legal aid services that are not optimal from year to year, especially when compared with the Netherlands. This method will connect organizational costs and output, policy development and resource allocation, performance targets and resource use, managerial discretion, and accountability.

The issues persist in the legal aid budget, the development of digital assistance can facilitate the implementation of additional policies to optimize access. This is crucial to reverse the downward trend in the number of individuals with complete access to high-quality legal aid. In fact, high-quality legal services not only need to be provided to the majority of society but also at the lowest cost. In this case, financing digital technologies that guarantee the spread of socially significant legal services would be an acceptable option.\textsuperscript{52} In Andrew Mowbray’s (2020) research, it is even possible to use artificial intelligence to obtain legal information,\textsuperscript{53} or use of digital evidence in legal assistance.\textsuperscript{54}

Another way could be to set up a sustainable system of voluntary contributions for lawyers and organizations. Based on a comparison of Indonesian institutions that provide legal assistance, the ratio is only approximately 1:150 cases (as of 2018). Therefore, government must develop lawyers’ contributions to legal aid provision. For example, each lawyer contributes two hours per week in England and Wales, so at least 17 million hours of free legal advice per year are available to those who need it. Then, law firms or chambers consisting of 10 or more attorneys may establish pro bono departments. Pro bono contributions raise awareness and inspire people to participate in pro bono work.\textsuperscript{55,56} This method can reduce the gap between the number of legal aid cases and the institutions that assist.\textsuperscript{57}

The resolving budgeting problems from the perspective of objectivity in selecting legal aid recipients can be referred to in the way assets and salaries are assessed in the Netherlands. However, the UK assessment process can also be referred to. Providing legal aid is an integral part of a fair and inclusive justice system. The Legal Aid Agency manages legal assistance.\textsuperscript{58} Significant changes were made by introducing the Legal Aid, Sentencing, and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 (LASPO). LASPO is changing the UK’s legal aid delivery
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landscape. Although not all of them are efficient and successful,\textsuperscript{59} but the stages of providing legal aid for poor people in England can be used as knowledge, including:\textsuperscript{60} 1) Eligibility Evaluation: The Legal Aid Agency will first assess the eligibility of individuals who need legal assistance. Eligibility is usually based on their income and asset level. 2) Types of Assistance Once eligibility is determined, the available assistance types will be considered. This may include legal consultation, assistance at trial, or full legal representation. 3) Selection of Service Provider: After determining eligibility and the type of assistance, people will be directed to the appropriate legal service provider. This can be an independent legal practitioner or a non-profit organization partnering with a legal aid agency. 4) Implementation and Monitoring: Following the start of legal aid, government will regularly monitor and evaluate the process to ensure that individual legal needs are appropriately met.

At this stage, it should be possible to dispel any suspicion of subjectivity or doubt regarding the criteria for poor people who can receive assistance. Essentially, using an Indigent Certificate or Prasejahtera Card in Indonesia can be an authentic and straightforward proof. You can omit the asset and salary validation stages. Regrettably, discrepancies in society's actual conditions often arise at this stage. Therefore, the letter or card can still be used, but it must be used to evaluate and validate potential aid recipients with the latest asset conditions and salaries. Assessments are also carried out by appointed central institutions. The Netherlands has also undertaken this task. The most intriguing aspect is that it can be determined the type of assistance and service provider by assessing the individual's condition, including their assets and salary, and the nature of the legal problems they face. This method can facilitate structural legal assistance, which involves utilizing the law to transform an inequitable system into a more equitable one.

This method can be elaborated with a remuneration system—additional payments given to advocates. This implies that the cost of assistance varies depending on the difficulty level. In the end, this will have an impact on the government's budgetary requirements. On the extreme end, legal aid institutions with positive evaluation results may set different "price" rates. This will encourage lawyers to work by paying attention to the values of other clients. Indirectly, the


\textsuperscript{60} Fachrizal Afandi, ‘Implementasi Pengabdian Masyarakat Berbasis Access To Justice Pada Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Kampus Negeri Pasca Pemberlakuan Undang-Undang Bantuan Hukum’, Jurnal Rechts Vinding: Media Pembinaan Hukum Nasional, 2.1 (2013), 31 https://doi.org/10.33331/rechtsvinding.v2i1.80
institution will implement ways to overcome multi-problem situations and provide education and training programs for legal professionals.\textsuperscript{61}

Achieving this takes time, but since value-based education forms the foundation of lawyer education, lawyers understand the theoretical value of justice within the framework of ethics and law and incorporate it into their daily attitudes and practices, thereby facilitating the application of justice.\textsuperscript{62} Everything will lead to accessible and fair legal assistance. Government must take into account to create responsive legal aid based on human rights without distinguishing between individual and collective defense. Concrete regulations and policies must ultimately govern the provision of legal aid, particularly on important issues, especially in civil law countries. Indonesia is a country that is ‘obsessed’ with written rules. Policies that are only derived from standard operating procedure rules are easily changed or not adhered to.\textsuperscript{63} Therefore, it is crucial to reorganize budgetary arrangements according to higher laws. The legal protection intended in this paper is directed at fair protection based on human rights.\textsuperscript{64}

4. Conclusion

Legal aid to people experiencing poverty is more than just an extra service in the justice system; it is crucial to ensuring justice. Providing legal assistance is also part of fulfilling human rights to equality before the law. Legal aid for poor people is essential in every justice system in Indonesia and the Netherlands. However, poor people often have difficulty accessing legal assistance in court. Budgetary policies and regulations pose a significant challenge to providing legal assistance. Legal and institutional structures always tie the provision of legal aid to the budget. Meanwhile, community knowledge and the quality of assistance primarily determine legal culture—the community’s awareness of accessing legal assistance. Budgetary considerations also influence the quality of assistance. Therefore, the concept of providing legal aid must be directed at the concept of delivering responsive and structural legal aid combined with the concept of access to law and justice. Legal assistance is provided to change structural inequality and is easily accessible so that assistance is obtained that is fair and based on human rights. Budgetary policies or rules must be regulated concretely and balanced from the individual validation stage, selecting the type of service and appointing a lawyer for evaluation.

\textsuperscript{61} Verboon and others.
\textsuperscript{62} Bieliauskaitė.
\textsuperscript{64} Wawan Andriawan, ‘Pancasila Perspective on the Development of Legal Philosophy: Relation of Justice and Progressive Law’, \textit{Volksgeist: Jurnal Ilmu Hukum Dan Konstitusi}, 5.1 (2022), 1–11 \url{https://doi.org/10.24090/volksgeist.v5i1.6361}
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